The Tooth
King Bayin-naung had offered the Feringis of Goa after the affair
of Jafna a sum equal to three times the revenue of the kingdom of
Colombo for the Kandy Tooth, which, it was alleged, they had
taken from Jafna. His disappointment, his grief, when he learnt
that the pagans, rather than sell it to him, had ground it to
powder, was notorious; indeed, it was said that, even in the midst
of his subsequent enormous triumphs, when he entered Pegu
borne aloft like a deity, the four White Elephants treading before
him, he was not entirely happy, and that with, the years this dis-
satisfaction had increased, as if he had begun to doubt, the Tooth
being lost to him, whether he was indeed the Saviour he had
believed himself to be.
'But what can we do for him?' inquired the King of Colombo.
*I have no Tooth. There is no Tooth here.'
'Your Majesty also has no daughter,' replied the chief minister.
c And just as a daughter can be provided, so may a Tooth.'
The king, who had great respect for his minister's perspicacity,
intimated that he left the matter wholly in his hands.
A few days later the Burmese envoys were invited to view the
treasures of the palace-city. They were shown the war elephants,
a selection of the jewels, the regalia, the state robes, and the magi-
cal banners. Finally, when night had fallen, they were led up to a
golden shrine, where perfumes were burning and silver lamps,
before which the chief minister and his colleagues prostrated
themselves with more than usual rapture and devotion. The
Burmese, who had hastened to follow their hosts' example, in-
quired whether the shrine were of particularsanctity.The minister
drew their attention to a golden casket on the altar. With proper
ceremony this was unlocked for their inspection. It contained a
box, inside which was another. When this was opened, a third
appeared, and so on until six boxes were opened. In the seventh
box was disclosed a tooth. 'This is the Kandy Tooth,' said the
minister.
On the Burmese expressing astonishment at seeing it safe and
undamaged, certain explanations followed. We cannot say pre-
cisely of what these consisted, but it seems they took one of two
forms. Some accounts state the envoys were told that the King of
Jafna, before evacuating his capital, buried the Tooth, and that it
was only a monkey's tooth which the Portuguese carried to Goa,
the genuine one coming later into the custody of the King of
Colombo in a manner unspecified. Other accounts relate that the
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